Hotel Guide
The Greater Birmingham and West Midlands Brussels Office is ideally located in the middle of the EU
Quarter. It takes only 3 minutes to walk to the European Commission and 10 minutes from European
Parliament.
Situated just off Schuman Roundabout, you are only 1 minute from metro lines 1&5, a train station
connecting you to the national and international rail routes. It takes approximately 20 minutes to/
from Brussels Airport.

Within 10 minutes by foot to the office
1) Holiday Inn Brussels Schuman ~ £150

Good value hotel in a great location for visiting EU institutions and other comission offices. It is the
closest hotel to GBWMBO Office with great transport links to the city and shops.

2) Schuman penthouse~ £50

BUDGET
Ideally located just off of Schuman Square (metro, train and bus connections), it is only a few
meteres from the office. A cosy single bedroom with en-suite shower room and private toilet.

3) Aloft Brussels Schuman ~ £170

Located in the city’s EU area, opposite Schuman metro station. Rooms have high celings and a
contemporary, urban design.

4) B&B Nord Sud ~ £140

Just 200 meters from Parc Leopold and the European Parliament. Set in a classic townhouse, it
offers luxuirous suites with free internet and free parking on site.

5) Acote du Cintaquantenaire ~ £80

BUDGET
Modern rooms with a flat cable screen TV and free Wifi, situated in the middle of the
European Quarter. With a garden terrace and only a 5 minute walk from the office.
Each room also has a bathroom with a shower.

6) Sofitel Brussels Europe ~ £170

Set in the heart of Brussels, in direct connection to Grand Place, next to the European
District, Sofitel Europe is an elegant hotel located in vibrant Place Jourdan.

7) Silken Berlaymont Brussels ~ £160

This design hotel is set in the business district, a less than a 10-minute walk to the
office. It features extensive SPA facilities including a fitness centre and modern accommodation with spacious bathrooms.

8) First Euroflat Hotel ~ £180

Situated 100 meters from Schuman Metro Station, first euroflat hotel offers rooms
with a kitchenette. It features a sauna, coffee shop and a breakfast room that leads to
a spacious garden terrace.

9) New Hotel Charmalange ~ £150

Commercial hotel located near cinquantenaire park, 200 yards from the European
Union headquarters and European Parliament. It is only a 8 minute walk from the
office.

10) Silken Martin’s Central Park ~ £160

This hotel features leisure facilities, a garden terrace and sound proofed rooms only
500 meters from Schuman metro station. Matin’s is less than a 5 minute walk from the
European Commission.

11) Chelton Hotel ~ £140

The Chelton is only 400 meters from Schuman metro station and only a 5 minute walk
from the European Commission. It has a 24hr reception and free wifi.

12) B-Aparthotel Amborioux ~ £140

Stylish business appartments equipped with latest technology; located only a few
minutes from the main station and European Commission.

13) Best Western Premier Park Hotel ~ £120

Housed in a mansion opposite Cinquanteniare park, a 2 minute walk from the Merode
Metro Station and the European institutions. The hotel offers free access to a sauna, a
private garden and a terrace with car rental available.

Near Metro Lines 1 & 5
14) Thon Hotel EU ~ £110

Set in the heart of Brussels’ European District, Thon Hotel is an environmentally
friendly hotel located 400 meters from the European Commission and the Maelbeek
underground station. It boasts a high tech fitness centre, an in-house restaurant and
secured parking.

15) Hotel Derby ~ £65

BUDGET
Situated in front of Cinquantenaire Park, Derby’s rooms are basic in style but offer a
private bathroom with bath or shower and a TV. A continental breakfast is served in
the room.

16) Sandton Brussels Centre ~ £130

Grand Place and the Manneken Pis Statue, just over a 5 minute walk from Sandton
Centre. The EU quarter is 4 minutes away by metro from Brussels Central Metro
Station.

17) Eurostars Montgomery Hotel Brussels ~ £170

The Montgomery metro station opposite the hotel offers direct access to Schuman
and to the European Commission. The hotel offers spacious rooms with free wifi and
a 24hr room service.

Other Options ~ No further than 30 mins walk
18) Housingbrussels ~ £130

Modern rooms, suites and apartments in a quiet area in Brussels. A 15 minute walk
from Schuman Metro station and guests can use free bicycles to discover Brussels.

19) Radisson Blu EU Hotel Brussels ~ £200

Only 800 meters from Trone metro station and the European Commission is only 10
minute walk.

20) Renaissance Brussels Hotel ~ £200

European Parliament and Committee of the Regions is only a 5 minute walk away. The
hotel also has a fitness centre, indoor pool and flat screen TV.

21) Leopold Hotel Brussels ~£150

Located within a 5 minute walk from Trone Metro Station. You can reach the European
Comission within a 15 minute walk.

22) Adagio Access Brussels Europe ~ £100

BUDGET
Studios in the centre of Brussels, only 350 meters from the Committee of Regions.
Each studio has a flat screen TV and free wifi.

Other Budget Options
HOTEL LA MADELEINE~ £70

BUDGET
All the capital’s major sights are within 5 minutes walking distance. Approximately 40 minute
walk to European quarter with good public transport links.

MEININGER HOTEL BRUSSELS CITY CENTER~ £70

BUDGET
A bright, well equipped, modern hotel in a central location in Brussels. It is approximately a
1 hr walk to EU quarter.

THEATER HOTEL BRUSSELS~ £80

BUDGET
The hotel is in a great location in Brussel’s central Theatre District and offers good transport
links by metro and bus. It is approximately a 1 hour walk to the EU quarter.

HOTEL VAN BELLE~ £80

BUDGET
Situated in central Brussels, just a 15 minute walk from Manneken Pis and Grand Place. It is
approximately a 1 hr walk to the EU Quarter.

HOW TO GET HERE
By Eurostar

After arriving at Gare du Midi follow the white M signs to the Metro. Take lines 2 o 6 towards Simonis
(Elisabeth) to Art-Loi station. Change to lines 1 or 5 towards Stockel or Hermann-Debroux, alighting at
Schuman.

By Metro
The nearest metro station is Schuman on lines 1 and 5. The conference centre is only 2 minute walk
to/from the station.

From Brussels Airport

By bus: Follow the bus signs and catch the 12 or 21 bus to Schuman.
By train: You can now catch a direct train from the airport to Schuman.
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